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17.4-06 STRUCTURE REFINEMENTS OF NULTHIODAL 
ATONIC DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE EINSTEIN 
APPROXIMATION. By W.F. Kuhs, Institut Laue
Langevin,156X, F-38042 Grenoble, France. 

Using the recently developed program system 
PROMETHEUS /1/ structure refinements of various 
disordered structures (mainly ionic conductors) 
have been carried out. The multimodal probabi
lity density distributions of the disordered 
ions can be described as anharmonic modifica
tions of a gaussian probability density func
tion ('pdf'). However terms up to fifth and 
sixth o~der are found to be necessary for a 
correct description. Such higher order modifi
cations can be-easily introduced in a Gram
Charlier expansion of the harmonic \giussian) 
udf~ The fourier-transform of this eXpaDsion 
ls exact and can be introduced in a co;v~ntion
al least-squares refinement procedureo The re
sulting general pdfs as well as the correspond
inq mean potentials (=effective one particle 
po~ential~) show two (or even more) local ex
irema_ (~modes): The~~cti~~~ion ~nergy of the 
trans1t1ons be~ween Gne dliieren~ modes as well 
as the ordering schemes of the corresponding 
low-temperatur~ phases can be derived by an in
spection of these multimodal mean potentials. 
In this way one can avoid the introduction of 
sophisticated (harmonic) split-models, which 
moreover yield -~ significantly worse fit to the 
data. In the limit of the Einstein-approxima
tion only a multimodal one particle model al
lows for a direct comparsion of the different 
disorder locations wiih respect to their poten
tials. 

/1/ U~HoZucker, E.Perenthaler, W.F.Kuhs & 
H.Schulz The PROMETHEUS-System, to be 
published. 

17.4-07 CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY 
DISTRIBUTION WITH AN ACCOUNT OF STATISTICAL 
ERRORS IN STRUCTURE AMPLITUDES AND SERIES 
TERMINATION. By A.A.~nevyrev and V.I.Simonov, 
Institute of Crystallography, Academy of 
Sciences of the USSR, Moscow, USSR. 

On calculating the electron density distribu
tion in crystals it is desirable to eliminate 
statistical errors in the observed moduli of 
structure a:mplitudes and to smooth out the 
effect of the Fourier series termination. Of 
special importance is the location of light 
atoms in the presence of heavy ones in the 
structure as well as the calculation of the 
difference density distribution. Proceeding 
from the mathematical methods of stable 
Fourier series summation used when the 
Fourier series coefficients are not free from 
statistical errors ( THxoHOB A.B., ApceHMH 
B.R. MeTO;IJ;f,l pememm HeKoppeKTHHX aa.,n;a'i. :l13,IJ;. 
"RaYKa", M., 1974), the following expression 
has been derived: 
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The parameter J9 depends on the law of 
errors' distribution in )FHI obs• If the er-

rors follow the Gaussian distribution,,= 2 
is recommended. 

The use of special ~H -factors was sug
gested to smooth out the Fourier series ter
mination waves ( ~om K. ITpa:B:THtiec:rme 
MeTO;IJ;f,l IIpmtJI?-,IJ;Horo a:H.a.7II!I3a. g?H3Ma.TrHS, M., 
I96I • 230 c. ) : 

_jJ(~}= 0 2 G"';r F; exp[-l91il=fr:t 
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In the case of three-dimensional series, 
the (J'H -factors have the form: 
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hkl- 9/3hklj[(H+1)(K+1)(L+1)) 
where hk:l are the usual indices of the cor
responding structure a:mpli tudes, whereas the 
values of BKL depend on the limits of the 
observed set of Fhkl and are determined 
for each structure amplitude in the following 
way: 

H=ma.x: 
H :::: max 

h 

I h/ 
for the given k,l and h > 0 
for the given k.l and h < 0 • 

The values of K and L are determined by 
the same method. Thus 1 the Oif -factors are 
peculiar to each Fourier coefficient and 
depend on its indices and on the used set of 
structure amplitudes. The paper gives examp
les of practical application of the above= 
mentioned methods. 

17.5-0 i NON-IDEAL DISTRIBUTIONS AND MOMENTS OF 
INTENSITY. By U. Shmueli and U. Kaldor, Department of 
Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University, 69978 Ramat Aviv, Israel 
and A.J.C. Hilson, Department of Physics, University of 
Birmingham, Birmingham Bl5 2TT, England. 

Intensity statistics allowing for deviations from the 
behaviour predicted by the central limit theorem, was 
recently reinvestigated and extended to all the space 
groups (Shmueli, U. & Hilson, A.J.C., Acta Cryst.(l98l); 
Shmueli, U. & Kaldor, U., Acta Cryst.(l98l)). These 
deviations concern effects of atomic heterogeneity and 
space-group symmetry on intensities from non-dispersive 
crystals with all the atoms in general positions. An 
outline of the topic is given by one of us (U.S.) in 
this Congress. 

In this poster presentation, probability functions, 
cumulative distributions and moments of the normalized 
Lctensity, based on the above non-ideal statistics, will 
be summarized and new aspects of their derivations will 
be outlined. The theory will be illustrated by hypo
thetical and practical examples and a method whereby 
these calculations are linked to a standard svstern of 
crystallographic programs will be described. " 


